









The Dao of Writing: Transcultural Literary Identity in Gao Xingjian’s Novel Soul Mountain

Walker, there is no path; you make the path as you walk.
Antonio Machado

In his Nobel Lecture in 2000, the Sino-French writer Gao Xingjian (born 1940) defines literature as a process of transformation into language of the individual’s personal feelings and thoughts. Advocating the liberation of literature from the stranglehold of ideologies and intellectual dictatorship, Gao suggests that literature “must return to the voice of the individual” in order to survive and be able to make “profound revelations about the universality of human nature” (The Case 45). In Gao’s phrase, “the voice of the individual” does not refer to the self as a philosophical concept, the outcome of theoretical speculations and metaphysical abstractions; rather, it is the writer himself, whose cultural and linguistic backgrounds do not impede the disclosure of a transcultural trajectory within his culturally embedded writings. Indeed, what Gao indicates as the eternal topic of literature, namely the “existential dilemmas of human existence,” does not occur in a purely a-cultural context but permeates the life of the writer, living in a given time and space and reflecting upon the dynamics of human nature from his individual perspective.
Starting from these premises, this paper sets out to re-examine Gao Xingjian’s 1990 novel Soul Mountain​[1]​ as an example of autobiographical fiction in which the individual’s perspective serves to link the process of literary creation with the development of the individual’s own sense of identity. This appears as a triple combination of personal identity, cultural identity, and professional identity. SM revolves around the main character’s quest for meaning in his life as both a human being and a professional writer, after experiencing a “miraculous” healing that makes him re-evaluate the purpose of his existence. His search for inspiration and for linguistic originality plays a core part in the development of the narrative, which takes the shape of an adventurous journey suspended between reality and imagination. This experience leads the writer to rediscover the purpose of his literary vocation. Delving into the multifarious components of his native Chinese culture, he progressively finds a way to endow his Chinese-language writing with a global resonance and to achieve fame as a world literature writer. 
Since its publication in 1990, SM has been translated into a variety of languages and has become a bestseller. Having attracted considerable scholarly attention worldwide, it generated a vast body of critical literature,​[2]​ which scrutinizes the novel’s structure and contents from a multiplicity of perspectives. So far, academic criticism has focused on key issues of intertextuality, Chineseness versus universalism, and narrative technique. SM has been compared to classics of world literature, such as Thomas Mann’s Magic Mountain (Reeves) and Ōe Kenzaburō’s The Silent Cry (Veg), whereas its narrative and linguistic strategies have been compared to similar techniques and tendencies characterizing the existentialist fiction of Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus (Reeves). Additionally, SM has been configured as a novel at the crossroads of Chinese and Western literary traditions (Li Xia), with references to Wittgenstein’s mysticism, the modernist stream of consciousness technique, and Daoist travel literature. It has also been variously categorized as a “post-modernist novel” (Li Xia 40) and as “a piece of world literature with Chinese characteristics” (Lodén 273). The problem of determining SM’s degree of Chineseness vis-à-vis its universal value is the subject of an essay by Torbjörn Lodén, where he identifies six core themes that emerge from the novel, arguing that each of them reveals a blend of Chinese and Western perspectives. By approaching the text from an intercultural angle, Lodén further contends that Gao’s novel has resulted in “a whole that transcends by far the sum-total of its integral parts.” This is not due to the themes chosen but to the transnational character of the writer’s “perspective and […] method,” which infuses new lifeblood into the “insularity” of his native culture and literary heritage, as well as bestowing world literature status to his work (273).
Although Lodén provides a detailed analysis of the novel’s structure and contents, employing concepts of globalization and transnationalism, the question of the transcultural orientation of SM still remains an underexplored territory. Further studies investigate Gao’s usage of personal pronouns in SM as a means of reproducing the multidimensional workings of the self (Lee, “Pronouns”). Mabel Lee has commented on the aesthetics of SM, with particular attention on the linguistic aspects of the narrative (“Aesthetics”). However, her article does not seem to fully engage with the novel itself, but remains at the margins by referring mostly to Gao’s self-critical essays in which he further elucidates the genesis and style of SM.
Since previous research has addressed the novel’s multi-layered texture, either in oppositional terms (e.g., culture vs. existence, Chineseness vs. universality), in a fragmentary manner (as a patchwork of intercultural influences), or from a peripheral perspective, this contribution will seek to offer a new reading of SM as a cohesive text expressing the writer’s transcultural consciousness of himself and of his work, yet not beyond or despite Chinese culture, but through its revitalization. Following on from the conclusions of Lodén’s essay, this paper will show that the “perspective and method” informing Gao’s novel consists in developing the expressive potentialities of the writer’s native language and literary tradition. The focus is on highlighting the openness of Chinese culture and its ability to create networks of communication with other literary cultures, whilst exploring key tropes of universal validity such as identity, life, and death. The outcome of Gao’s transcultural “method” in SM confirms Ulf Hannerz’s thesis that “while we understand [cultures] to be differently located in the social structure of the world, we also realize that the boundaries between them are frequently rather arbitrary” (239). 
To shed light on this transcultural method, I propose to explore the ways in which the writer-narrator expresses being caught in a meta-literary dilemma, touching on his literary vocation, his sense of cultural belonging, and his writing style. I reinterpret SM as a novel of literary identity formation, a sort of meta-literary Bildungsroman centred around the writer’s mixed desire to sever his ties with the orthodox strand of his mother culture and his still burning attraction for various forms of Chinese spirituality (Zen, Dao), which offer a new freedom. Hence, his travels to Southern China carry a precise symbolic meaning. By collecting folk songs and talking to the locals, among which are shamans, folk singers, and evanescent female figures, he aims at retrieving the traces of the ancient non-Confucian culture that was marginalized and even overtly suppressed by the government of the PRC during a dreadful chapter in China’s history. The writer’s quest for meaning in life and literature culminates in a kind of transcultural synthesis through what can be identified as the Eastern spirituality of the Dao, or the Way. Far from being treated as a philosophical or religious concept, in SM this coincides with an artistic and linguistic device that reproduces the kaleidoscopic texture of the human self.
As further explained below, Eastern mystical theories of literature can be said to ultimately converge with the modernist and post-modernism literary theories of Western origin. Particularly, as Gu Ming Dong argues, traditional Chinese and Western modernist and post-modernism fiction share quintessential poetics of openness, whereby the literary text conveys “multiple messages for open interpretations” (Chinese Theories 327). Dong thereby contends that the distinguishing feature of traditional Chinese fiction, as seen through the lens of the “aesthetic suggestiveness of Chinese poetics” and the metaphysical idea of the “empty Dao,” is its “kaleidoscopic nature and interlocking of content and form” (Ibid. 332). This corresponds with both Bakhtin’s view of openness, as constitutive of modernism, and Umberto Eco’s later theorization of open fiction, as also grounded in the Chinese tradition (Ibid. 330).
In SM, the openness of the narrative leads the author-narrator, Gao Xingjian, to transcend an identity that does not fit his own true self. As a professional writer, he does not recognize himself as a potential instrument of the Chinese government to implement a precise cultural and political programme, but aspires to a free identity with a transcultural scope. Rather than being anchored to a few externally imposed and ideologically constructed national roots, it can be argued that Gao eventually resolves to write freely about himself, his perceptions, and his life experiences through the expressive possibilities offered by what I call the language of the Dao. 
Gao Xingjian’s oeuvre has previously been analysed under the framework of transculturalism. Particularly, Sy Ren Quah has characterized the process of hybridization of Gao’s theatrical research as a rhizomatic blend of intercultural, intracultural, and transcultural orientations (14). I use the term “transculturalism” to signify the permeability of cultural borders, whereby self and other can mirror each other. In the case of SM, I argue that the transcultural aspect concerns the novel’s potential for showing how Eastern and Western literatures, far from being in sharp opposition, are actually deeply intertwined, like yin and yang, two aspects of the same reality, united under the overarching Dao. This idea fits within Patrice Pavis’s definition of the transcultural as that which “transcends particular cultures on behalf of a universality of the human condition” (6-8) and resonates with Arianna Dagnino’s more recent theorization of transcultural literary works, as “engag[ing] with and express[ing] the confluential nature of cultures overcoming the different dichotomies between North and South, the West and the Rest, the colonizer and the colonized, the dominator and the dominated, the native and the (im)migrant, the national and the ethnic” (3). 
In light of the above, since the present study deals with the writer’s making of his own literary self, I shall examine the metanarrative passages of SM, in which the author instructs the reader about the structure, style, and rationale behind the novel, as well as searching for the subtle linkage between writing and identity. A composite theoretical framework will guide the following investigation. Drawing on Gu Ming Dong’s theory of the transculturality of Chinese fiction, and on Steven G. Kellman’s notion of the self-begetting novel, I shall highlight how the Soul Mountain featured in Gao’s novel represents the writer’s accomplished artistic maturity, retrieved identity, and capability of looking at different cultures in terms of the reciprocal confluences from the symbolically higher perspective of the all-pervasive Dao. 
This study is divided into three sections. The first section introduces SM and the story portrayed throughout the text by framing it through concepts of metafiction and metanarrative, and stresses the theme of identity construction, by advancing the hypothesis of SM as an example of the self-begetting novel. Next, I explore in depth the motif of the literary journey in SM, arguing that, as a self-generative literary work, the making of Gao’s novel parallels the protagonist’s self-making. Furthermore, I examine Gao’s search for a totalizing literary language in SM, which I interpret as an attempt to imitate the perpetual flowing of the Dao. In the third section, I further reinforce my conception of Gao’s novel as an example of transcultural literature, where the identity of the writer coincides with that of his work and, in doing so, I situate SM within the framework of Gu Ming Dong’s transcultural theory of Chinese fiction.

“I Write Therefore I Am”: Metafiction, Metanarrative, and the Fiction of Self-Begetting in Soul Mountain
SM is a heterogeneous literary work. Definitely escaping essentializing categorizations, this novel could be characterized as a mosaic consisting of several pieces. These include random existential reflections, meta-literary commentaries, folk stories and songs, excerpts from classical poems and philosophical aphorisms, references to legendary characters, and linguistic jottings. The archi-texture of SM features a wealth of intersecting narratorial routes, which contribute to enhancing the encyclopaedic nature of the novel. Deeply interwoven, the two aspects of culture and existence, as identified by Lodén, coexist alongside each other. As demonstrated below, it is this coexistence that contributes to endowing the China-related cultural material with a transcultural dimension. The individual – i.e., the anonymous writer and traveller – is simultaneously looking for himself and for the ancestral roots of the culture of his homeland.
What might be called, in a Proustian way, the writer’s “intermittences of the heart” overlap with articulate intellectual meditations, across the vast landscape of ancient Chinese culture(s), which the writer progressively highlights whilst also disclosing his own self. In the process of writing notes for the book he intends to publish, the writer uses his cultural legacy not just as a mere backdrop for his personal thoughts, or as a means of promoting Chinese culture in an exotic or orientalist manner, but as a vehicle for communicating “a fundamental understanding of the human world” (Liu 12). At the same time, he also demonstrates that Chinese culture is not limited by the boundaries of the nation-state, but reaches out and participates in the global symposium of national cultures, overcoming polarities and sharing common elements. 
The writer-traveller is a polymorphous figure, simultaneously a character within the novel, as the narrator of the story, and as the real author of the novel itself. Going deeper into the structure of the narratorial self also has several facets, where the narrator is without name and presented simultaneously as “you,” “I,” occasionally “he,” and even as “she.” “You” is a tourist travelling across the woods of southern China, along the Yangzi River to the sea. He is deliberately searching for Lingshan, or Soul Mountain, an elusive location more symbolic than real, which is indicated as the epitome of ancient Chinese culture. At some point “you” meets a mysterious “she” and the two initiate a brief and ephemeral love affair, until “she” leaves him “as if in a dream” (325). “I” is a writer, also on a journey officially to collect folk songs, but whose actual purpose is to take a break from real life and understand the purpose of his life and writing. He does this by interrogating himself on the themes that might come into his work and the writing style he seeks to achieve. In other words, forging his identity as writer coincides with defining and possibly refashioning the role that his cultural background plays in his literary work. For example, in Chapter 59 the writer records an authentic folk song, previously noted down by a former primary-school teacher he has met along the way. His excited comment praises not only the aesthetic beauty of the text, which is representative of a particular Chinese folk culture, but also its ingenuity and ability to speak to, and about, the human soul:
This is wonderful! […] The language is really beautiful and flows straight from the heart, it isn’t at all constrained by the five-word and seven-word prosody of the so-called folk song genre. […] This is a folk song which hasn’t been vandalized by the literati! It is a song gushing straight out of the soul! (355)

As mentioned above, in SM the transcultural resonance of traditional Chinese culture is conveyed through a number of literary samples, selected for their ability to mirror the inner thoughts of the individual. Furthermore, the writer-narrator disseminates reflections on his literary choices and the nature of the novel he is writing. Particularly, in Chapter 52 he unveils the identity of the one he calls “you,” and of the enigmatic female character “she”, both projections of the writer-narrator’s mind, and ramifications of his inner self: 

You know that I am just talking to myself to alleviate my loneliness. You know that this loneliness of mine is incurable, that no-one can save me and that I can only talk with myself as the partner of my conversation. […] As I listen to myself and you, I let you create a she. […] You, he and she are all projections of my back. (312)

This statement is just one of the numerous examples of metafictional and metanarrative commentaries in SM, thus categorizing the text as a meta-literary Bildungsroman. Nevertheless, how can a metafictional-metanarrative framework be employed as a means of reinforcing the link between literature and identity in Gao’s novel, and how does this facilitate the redefinition of the novel through the prism of transculturalism? 
Patricia Waugh defines metafiction as “a term given to fictional writing which self-consciously and systematically draws attention to its status as an artefact in order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and reality” (2). Waugh further notes that “in providing a critique of their own methods of construction, such writings not only examine the fundamental structures of narrative fiction, they also explore the possible fictionality of the world outside the literary fictional text” (2). Metanarrative is a concept slightly associated with that of metafiction. If metafiction is simply fiction about fiction, metanarrative can be defined as narrative about narrative. The difference between the two concepts concerns the objects of the narrative. While metafiction is the tendency to comment on the fictional quality of the story being narrated, metanarrative is the tendency to comment on the manner in which the narrative is constructed. Metanarrative, therefore, has a marked metalinguistic intent. However, metanarrative and metafiction are both self-reflexive in that they express the narrator’s self-consciousness. Although usually treated as independent, Waugh seems not to differentiate greatly between them. In her view, metafiction not only designates a work of fiction with a “consciousness” of reality, as constructed and orchestrated from the outside, but is also a text that displays an awareness of the language being used by the writer. “For metafictional writers […],” she argues, “writing [emphasis added] itself rather than consciousness becomes the main object of attention” (24).​[3]​ 
SM contains both metafictional and metanarrative aspects, because not only does the writer acknowledge that his journey is an imaginary one, but he also presents the fictional characters surrounding him as constitutive elements of his writing. Thus, by specifying how the fictional text is constructed both substantially and formally, Gao reinforces the connection between himself and his novel to the extent that his relationship to SM can be further decoded through the theory of the so-called fiction of self-begetting, a sub-species of metafiction. 
The “self-begetting novel” is a term coined by Steven G. Kellman, who defines it as “an account, usually first person, of the development of a character to the point at which he is able to take up his pen and compose the novel as we have just finished reading” (3). At some point, SM seems to go even further because, as illustrated below, in Chapter 72, the finished manuscript makes its appearance in the story and becomes the main object of discussion between the writer and a literary critic. However, after this episode the narrative goes back in time, as the writer continues talking about his journey, which has not yet been completed, like the novel he is writing. As Kellman aptly notes, in the self-begetting novel “the development of the individual is inseparable from the development of the novel in which he appears and in which he is to write […] in the self-begetting narrative the hero forges his identity as novel and through a novel” (8). Both Waugh (13) and Kellman (3) regard this type of (meta)fiction as reflective of Western literary modernism, and Kellman refers mainly to Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past to exemplify the author-narrator-character’s “effort […] to incarnate himself in his work” (20). Thus, it would seem that Gao’s way of constructing his identity through his writing in SM is indeed reminiscent of both Western modernism and post-modernism,​[4]​ as the writer not only consciously creates a fictional content but also explores the novel as textuality (26). However, as Gu Ming Dong explains, the idea of a profound identity between the writer and the text is an important aspect of ancient Chinese literature and constitutes the main premise of Dong’s theory on the transculturality of Chinese fiction. 
Gradually through the journey, the writer comes to understand that in order to be true to himself, literature should reflect life and the pulsations of its rhythm.
In these uncontaminated surroundings I was taught that life was the source of literature, that literature had to be faithful to life, faithful to real life. My mistake was that I had alienated myself from life and ended up turning my back on real life. (12)

The above quote shows that for Gao, resorting to Chinese literary culture is not an end in itself, nor is it merely a way of talking about China or addressing China-related topics; rather, it is a means of fulfilling his desire to narrate what he calls “that human inner feeling of what is behind reality (neixin zhenshi)” (Liu 128) and what is a shared concern of all human cultures and something with which he identifies. 
The writer-narrator’s association of literature with both culture and existence, and in relation to the quest for identity, fully resonates with Gao’s appropriation of the Cartesian motto “I think therefore I am,” modified into “I write therefore I am” (Li Yong-gu 102). Crossing several identity borders before getting hold of himself, Gao’s fictional alter-ego eventually understands writing as a calling to fulfil his own being-in-the-world. Returning to the concept of the self-begetting novel, the protagonist of SM could qualify as one of those “egographic narrators” (Kellman 4) who are closely intertwined with their literary works.  

From the Dao of Writing to Writing Like the Dao: The Literary Journey and the Quest for a Totalizing Literary Language 

In a critical essay on SM, Gao maintains that in writing the novel he was “searching for self-realisation and a mode of living for [him]self” (“Literature” 103). Having argued that this novel is about Gao’s self-reflexive rethinking of his professional identity and career, one could rephrase this statement arguing that Gao’s quest, as illustrated in SM, aims toward “self-realization as a writer” and creating “a mode of writing for [him]self.” As an “egographic” novel, in SM the literary quest is deeply connected to the identity quest, and both are sought within a specific cultural context, yet with the intention of developing its intrinsic transcultural potential. Gao does not identify himself with China as a political entity, nor does he think that the task of the writer is one of saving the nation by acting as a spokesperson for the centralized government and for his fellow-countrymen. His view of Chinese culture transcends the boundaries of his homeland, yet, rather than creating a realm of no-culture, he merges several elements of what he regards as the purest manifestation of Chinese culture as a means of achieving a transcultural synthesis. 
In SM, when someone prompts him to put himself at the service of “the nation,” Gao answers that he speaks “only for [him]self” (SM 498). This is what Gao calls the path to “self-salvation,” which constitutes the main rationale behind his decision to write SM. Though the emphasis is on the individual, Gao’s notion of “self-salvation” does not display any egotistic or narcissistic tendencies. As Liu Zaifu aptly remarks, this is a “process whereby a spiritual prisoner seeks to walk out of a spiritual prison while also searching for the essence of human destiny” (11). The way Gao treats Chinese history, culture, and language in SM is what sets him apart from the May Fourth and post-May Fourth writers, who were the creators of modern Chinese literature and language. While these writers underwent the influence of Western cultural views and modes of writing as a means of highlighting China’s supposed backwardness, with respect to the West and guiding it on the road toward a Western-style modernity, Gao revitalizes ancient Chinese literature and spirituality in order to stress and further enrich its original aptitude for expressing a certain understanding of reality and of the human being. In so doing, he has “saved” Chinese literature and language from the limitations of an externally imposed standardization.
Elsewhere in the same essay, Gao articulates his intention to infuse modern Chinese with new life and greater freedom of expression, hence liberating it from the restrictive patterns of Maoist propaganda and its “language tyrants” (85). Thus, through his creative revisitation of the Chinese language, he aims to highlight “its capacity to express modern man’s feelings” (96). Therefore, the individual perspective is not just a means of transcending cultural specificities in the name of an a-cultural universalism, but a different approach to the discovery of the common ground shared by all cultures. Nevertheless, the goal of “self-salvation,” which has inevitably a trans-individual resonance, and which I redefine as a transcultural rethinking of one’s cultural background, is achieved by the writer only gradually and overlaps with the writing of the novel. The motif of the journey has therefore a strategic purpose of documenting the writer’s progression toward spiritual enlightenment.
SM presents itself as one of those travelogues in which “the journey functions to some extent as a narrative device whereby the author’s whole life may be brought into focus” (Thompson 114). As Carl Thompson argues: 
Many travelogues of this type also present the journey as a key stimulus to a new understanding of the traveller’s life. In this way, the travel account does not just offer a larger history of the self, it is also plotted as a developmental narrative of growing self-knowledge and self-realization. It thus becomes a record not just of a literal journey, but also of a metaphorical interior “voyage” that represents an important existential change in the traveller. (114)

The quest for meaning, which intersects with the quest for inspiration for writing, informs the entire narrative of SM as a quasi-obsessive leitmotif: 
I am perpetually searching for meaning, but what in fact is meaning? I can only search for the self of the I who is small and insignificant like a grain of sand. I am as well to write a book on the human self without worrying whether it will be published. But then of what consequence is it whether one book more, or one book less, is written? (308)

Moreover, Gao’s writing is not only the documentation of a material and spiritual journey, but also an aestheticized account of the writer’s search for the right path (SM 11), which should bring him a step closer to the absolute he strives to achieve. The right path is arguably a metaphor for the right mode of writing, just as Lingshan is a metaphor for his attainment of spiritual enlightenment and freedom of expression. The path, which is not fixed but needs to be “written,” leads to the discovery of a destination, and in Gao’s novel, the path (quest) and the object of the quest (Lingshan, or the absolute) virtually coincide. 
Two aspects of traditional Chinese culture can help further elucidate my observation. The first aspect concerns the philosophical concept of the Dao. This term is inherently polysemic, basically meaning the “Way,” intended both as a pathway and as a method or approach. Additionally, it is used to signify the fundamental laws of nature. Therefore, the nature of the Dao is not of a fixed, immutable essence, but of a changing, flowing, and mysterious mechanism, encompassing Heaven and Earth, as well as humankind. It would seem that this term was originally used as a verb, hence in a dynamic sense, “conveying the idea of ‘moving ahead in the world’, of ‘forging a way forward’ or of ‘road building’” (Mao 340). Hence, what I call “the Dao of writing” refers both to the journey-motif and to the creation of the track along which the journey is made. In the Daodejing,​[5]​ the quest for the Dao coincides with “making our way in the connected world as individuals” (Mao 340). In SM, the journey is about looking for inspiration and freedom of expression, and the search for the Dao can be detected by considering that this term also means “to say/to tell” (Ming 89).​[6]​ Although Gao does not specifically mention this concept in SM, in his self-critical commentary, he mentions Daoism and Chan Buddhism’s ability to depict “the purest spirit of Chinese culture […] through their play with language” (93), in order to capture the multiple appearances of reality and the inner truth of the individual. Unsurprisingly, Gao believes that the artist’s only obligation is towards his own language (SM 84), which is obviously both culturally embedded and transculturally oriented.
The second aspect concerns the symbolism of the mountain in Daoist spirituality and religious practice.​[7]​ The mountain is usually regarded as the final destination of the Daoist pilgrimages. In Chinese, going on a pilgrimage is chaoshan (“to go to the mountain”). The purpose of these pilgrimages is the attainment of immortality. The path to be followed is not only a physical track but also a path of spiritual self-cultivation. Yet, as in the case of SM, the mountain is not only a physical location, geographically circumscribed, but also a spiritual setting that can be recreated within the human soul. 
Like the Daoist immortal, who becomes a microcosm of the mountain, Gao’s narrator interiorizes his writing to the extent that he “becomes” his own novel.​[8]​ The path of writing and the final destination (the universe of the novel) hence coincide, for his novel is a visionary accomplishment. In a metafictional excerpt, Gao affirms that the novel is a long soliloquy and what happens therein is the fruit of a powerful imagination springing from the dialogue with his own self: “I am on a journey: life. […] I travel into my inner mind with you who are my reflection” (SM 312). As the narrative progresses, Gao starts disclosing the core of his literary vocation, his desire to narrate things in a manner that echoes the fluid and open-ended reality of the Dao. As he proclaims: “You have the desire to narrate, to use a language transcending cause and effect, or logic” (SM 350). 
Gao’s linguistic ideal, as expressed in SM, seems to be that of a language that is actually a “non-language” that does not have anything to do with analytical thinking, nor has a descriptive or argumentative function. Gao longs for a language that is not governed by grammatical rules and in which words do not have an immediate connection with reality as such. Whereas the role of language is in ordering the world, thus creating boundaries between, for instance, the self and the non-self, the non-language sought after by Gao is characterized by the unity of opposites and points to the integration of those opposites into a quasi-mystic whole. He writes:  
Moreover, reality and imagination, memory and thought have no strict demarcations but are integrated within the process of the narration, which acknowledges only this actualisation in language and is not concerned with the real world. (350)

The question of language reaches its highest peak in Chapter 58. Therein, the narrator’s aspiration to create a new language, imbued with mysticism and adequate to convey the spiritual within reality, is revealed fully. Nevertheless, at the same time Gao shows language’s natural resistance to self-transcendence:
You create out of nothingness, playing with words like a child playing with blocks. But blocks can only construct fixed patterns, the possibilities of structures are inherent in the blocks and no matter how they are moved you will not be able to make anything new. […] Language is like a blob of paste which can only be broken up by sentences. If you abandon sentences, it will be like falling into quagmire and you will flounder about helplessly. (351)

Next, the writer-narrator characterizes in more detail his linguistic ideal. This is an alternative literary language able to imitate reality as a perpetual flowing of things, people, and perspectives. Particularly, he asks: 

How is it possible to find a clear pure language with an indestructible sound which is larger than melody, transcends limitations of phrases and sentences, does not distinguish between subject and object, transcends pronouns, discards logic, simply sprawls, and is not bound by images, metaphors, associations or symbols? (351)

Thus, the writer-narrator asks whether it is possible “to write like the Dao,” in a language that expresses the whole gamut of human emotions and life experiences. For example, his distinctive usage of shifting personal pronouns is aimed at creating a multiple perspective in which the narratorial (and authorial) self is refracted, as if it were a flash of light passing through a crystal prism.​[9]​ The “I” reflects itself in a “you,” which also becomes a “he,” hence turning away from the “I,” and then creates a “she,” an ephemeral female figure that the self cannot possess. Upon Gao’s personal admission, these are to be interpreted as “merely viewpoints or, one could say, narrative angles” (92).
We have seen that there is no fixed definition of the Dao in Chinese culture. As Michel LaFargue explains, “The basic meaning of Tao is ‘road, way’ and its most basic metaphorical meaning is best captured in the English phrase ‘the right way.’” Tao was a generic concept, designating something that the speaker regards as normative, but the content is fluctuated, as there was no general agreement among ancient Chinese about what exactly is the right way of doing things (245). From the perspective of literature, the general assumption was that literature should convey the Dao, namely the reality of material things. The Dao is considered to be immanent and to cause the existence of what are called “the myriad things” by generation and not through creation ex nihilo.
It is also said that the Dao is non-verbal, for the Dao that can be expressed (verbally) is not the great Dao. Furthermore, the Dao is all-inclusive, “as the truth of life, change and movement, Tao is the logos of non-distinction” (Chen 249). Furthermore, “Tao is demonstrated not by word but by silence. Tao is the speech that does not speak, it is the word that cannot be told” (Ibid. 249). Nevertheless, since one of the meanings of Dao is “to speak” or “to tell,” it can be argued that, rather than being non-verbal, the Dao discloses what can be called “another kind of language,” expressed through silence. As Ellen Marie Chen notes: 
The sounds of nature are expressions of what is by itself quiet. Human speech, in imitation of the sounds of nature, should also be rooted in the speechless. The real changes. The symphony of nature is the spontaneous expressions of the movements in nature. Thus nature’s sounds all subside in nature’s quietude. Human speech, to be faithful to its calling, should also become the vehicle of change. This is the meaning of Tao as the “word”: Tao is the living “word”, it is the “word” of life, nature and change. (251)

Such is the language of change in which opposites converge, and which Gao looks for throughout the novel.​[10]​
What does it mean, then, writing “like the Dao”? I argue that Gao wants to create a language that is akin to that employed by Ssu-k’ung T’u, who was “the first poet to voice explicitly the concept of poetry as an embodiment of the poet’s apprehension of the Tao” (Liu 35). In sum, the language Gao pursues is adequate to express spiritual freedom, to erase the separation between subject and object, to transcend the boundaries of time and space, to be everywhere, fluid, and apt to render the incessant flowing of things. It does not differentiate between the human and the divine, the human and the natural worlds; it is an omnipotent kind of language, based less on logic than on intuition. Such a linguistic ideal is apt to reproduce the merging of the three “selves” of the character, who is simultaneously creating, narrating, and living the story portrayed in the book. In pursuing the language of the Dao, Gao carries out what Gu Ming Dong has called “kaleidoscopic narration,” which, among other things, involves “multiple use of points of view” including “the intermingling of the writer, reader, commentator, editor, and characters” (Chinese Theories 332).
Most importantly, as Gao himself affirms, the kaleidoscopic nature of his renewed native language and its ability to portray the reality of the self from a multiplicity of perspectives is contained in the traditional Chinese concept of xieyi (写意, i.e. “depict the essence”)​[11]​ and is also present, in modern form, in various types of Western modernism from Franz Kafka to Alberto Giacometti (Liu 12). But it is in the last few chapters that the transculturality of SM through a renovation of the Chinese language and the retrieval of the ancient forms of Chinese culture better comes to the fore.

Soul Mountain as a Transcultural Novel
In line with the conventions of metafiction and metanarrative, SM includes a chapter (72) featuring Gao’s novel as a topic for critical discussion. This, however, would go against the normative of the fiction of self-begetting, which usually concludes with the protagonist’s resolution to write the novel that the reader has just been reading. Nevertheless, the novel does not have a linear story or plot as there is no chronological order to inform the narrative. Moreover, since the writer’s journey in SM actually terminates with his decision to go back to real life and, supposedly, to his writing commitments, the chapter in question could be read as an anticipation of, and further confirmation, that SM can indeed be read as a meta-literary Bildungsroman. 
Chapter 72 relates the writer’s encounter with a literary critic who has read his manuscript, and the two of them have a dialogue debating the cultural affiliation of the text. The interesting aspect of this conversation concerns the narrative focus characterizing the whole chapter. Here, we no longer have an “I” and “you” interacting with each other, and describing the protagonist’s perceptions from a double perspective. Instead, what was once a multi-layered yet cohesive subject encompassing the three identities of author, narrator, and main character of the novel has now become a “he,” hence objectified in the same way as the novel. In this way, the identification of the writer with his literary work, which is typical of the fiction of self-begetting, is preserved even though the narratorial perspective has changed. 
The transition from an autobiographical to an impersonal narrative approach is crucial to the characterization of SM as a transcultural novel. Whereas the critic ventures to say that SM “is modernist, it’s imitating the West but falling short,” the writer argues that “it’s Eastern” (453). Moreover, the critic labels “he” as nihilist, whereas the writer explains that he is above any “-isms” and that nihilism “isn’t the equivalent of absolute nothingness. It’s just like the book where you is the reflection of I and he is the back of you, the shadow of a shadow” (454).
Clearly, the structure of SM, which is a juxtaposition of several fragments, the variety of the contents, which makes it into an encyclopaedic and cross-genre novel, the idiosyncratic usage of language, which aptly reproduces the flowing and mutual intermingling of reality and imagination, memory and experience, and the multiple narrative focus, which interprets reality as multi-centred and multifarious, suggest the idea that Gao’s masterpiece shares several qualities of both Western modernism and Eastern mysticism. Therefore, SM seems to fit well in the framework of transcultural theories of Chinese fiction, as elaborated by Chinese-American scholar Gu Ming Dong on the basis of a comparison between pre-modern Chinese theories of fiction and Western modernist literary theories. 
Particularly, Gao’s usage of a multiple narrative perspective through the technique of the shifting pronouns is reminiscent of the Western modernist technique of the stream of consciousness, of which it represents a further development. In his essay, Gao explains that his is actually a “stream of language” because “language is inherently not concerned with logic. As an expression of the psychological activities of humankind, it simply follows a linear process as it seeks actualization. Moreover, it does not obey the objective concepts of time and space that belong to the physical world” (The Case 90). What is more, Gao regards the Chinese language as inherently suitable to “reflect the basic nature of language” because it does not specify tense: “Actualised in language, present, past and future are identical and indistinguishable, and are not emphasised by inflecting the verb; only the psychological processes of the narrator and the listener or reader are involved” (Ibid. 90). Therefore, through SM, Gao ascribes to the Chinese language the ability to reflect the psychological workings of the subject’s mind in a way that can be understood in a non-Chinese context as well. The same tripartite structure of the self reminds one of the modern theorizations of subjectivity as a multi-layered entity.​[12]​ My recategorization of SM as a distinctive variety of self-begetting novel further reinforces the transcultural trajectory of the text. Although this literary sub-genre has been generally related to Western works of the modernist trend, it shares several similarities with traditional Chinese fiction, as reflected in Gao’s novel. 
As Gu Ming Dong argues, the Chinese conception of fiction “is ontologically and epistemologically embedded in […] the Dao or Taiji” to the extent that the literary work can be conceptualized as “an artistic form of the Dao/Taiji” (Chinese Theories 218). To support this idea, Gu relies on traditional Chinese fiction commentaries where fictional works are described as texts “constructed on the principles of Taiji,” as a combination of yin and yang elements (Ibid. 218). Moreover, following from Zhuangzi’s view of the perceiving subject and the perceived object as “unified through the all-pervasive Dao,” Gu notes that in the Chinese traditional view of fiction there is virtually no separation between the author and the literary text, as the writer is “inextricably caught in the web of his own creation through his personal history, self-identity, ideological position, modes of observation and artistic techniques” (Ibid. 215). Not only does this also apply to the self-begetting novel, which develops alongside the author’s literary self-consciousness, but it also reinforces the transcultural connection between Chinese and Western fiction, whereby fiction would be a “miniature version of all embracing Dao or Logos,” particularly on account of its “self-generative” force (Ibid. 221). 
Reading SM through the framework of self-begetting fiction enables one to further underline the link between identity and transculturality characterizing Gao’s literary quest. As Kellman remarks, the self-begetting novel starts with “an urge toward immortality” (10). Similarly, Gao’s pursuit of the absolute in the multiple shape of Soul Mountain and a totalizing literary language –both metaphors for the Dao – discloses the author’s intention of making an outstanding contribution to world literature by using resources offered by his own native language and multi-faceted culture. In the penultimate chapter, featuring the author-narrator climbing a mountain of ice, the author-narrator tells about “a never before experienced limpidity, a totality of purity and freshness,” and declares that his body has become ethereal, with no sense of time and space, while all around him is absolute silence: “a high tide of pure spirituality” (507). This image resembles the fusion of the Daoist poets with the cosmic principle (Liu 36-38) that Gu has reconceptualized as the “One,” “a unifying first principle in Chinese, Western, and other traditions” (219). As Liu observes, with reference to the commentaries of the late Song critic-poet Yan Yu, it can be hypothesized that a similar self-awakening experience coincides with the intuitive apprehension of “the way of writing poetry, or the Tao of Nature or both” (38). Liu compares it to other literary trends in Western literature and philosophy, both classical and modernist, thus echoing Gu’s statement that certain ground-breaking literary techniques and ideas underlying Western modern and postmodern fiction may be exchanged with traditional aspects of ancient Chinese fiction (212). One of these, which represents an important feature of Gao’s novel, is the juxtaposition of styles, genres, themes, and narrative modes (Gu 331-32) that I have indicated as an attempt to portray the all-embracing and self-begetting reality of the Dao, which is what places SM and its author at the crossroads of Chinese tradition, Western modernity, and beyond.
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^1	  SM hereafter. All quotations from Soul Mountain are from Mabel Lee’s English translation (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2000).
^2	  See Reeves, Li Xia, Veg, Lee, and contributions to Soul of Chaos, among others.
^3	  Nevertheless, it is essential to note that whereas techniques of metafiction can be found in only fictional narratives, metanarrative strategies can also be detected in non-fictional texts.
^4	  For a discussion of Western modernist and post-modernist intertextualities in SM, see Li Xia, who particularly sees Gao’s “self-conscious preoccupation with the act of writing per se” (44) as part of the post-modernist parentage of the novel.
^5	  DDJ hereafter.
^6	  Sometimes Dao is compared to what in the West is called Logos (see Ming 2006).
^7	  Although there are different notions of the Dao according to the different cultural frameworks of philosophy and religious practice, Gao’s novel seems to include all these perspectives. In his essay about SM, he explains that the cultures dealt with in his book are Daoism and Buddhism, folk culture (which also includes shamanism), and what he calls “a purely Eastern spirit”: “Nature-based philosophies of Laozi and Zhuangzi, and the metaphysics of the Wei and Jin Dynasties as well as Chan Buddhism” (98-99). 
^8	  Interestingly enough, although he does not elaborate further on that, Liu Zaifu argues that “SM is Gao’s Dao” (170). Furthermore, Li Xia briefly mentions Gao’s reflections on the “textualisation of human experience” in SM (44). 
^9	  See Lee, “Pronouns as Protagonists.”
^10	  Interestingly enough, from a structural viewpoint SM shares some features with the Dao De Jing. Both books consist of eighty-one, very brief, numbered “chapters.” The chapters in the DDJ are loosely connected and have no patent relation to each other. Furthermore, the DDJ contains short sentences and aphorisms and is traditionally divided into “two books,” (Chapters 1-37 and 38-81), but arranged in no evident order. Similarly, SM does not have a linear plot, the chapters contain loosely connected reflections, and it is not even clear whether the narrator eventually manages to reach Lingshan. Chapter 58, particularly, is made up of a series of short paragraphs with no linear connection to one another.
^11	  Xieyi is an aesthetic concept in traditional Chinese visual art theory, which appeared between the twelfth and the thirteenth century and designates the artist’s ability to transcend the physical appearance of the object in order to capture its qi or vital spirit. Its literary equivalent is Yijing, usually translated as “creative mood.”
^12	  Compare Freud’s theory of Es, Ego, and Superego, and Sartre’s theory of the self as in-itself, for-itself, and for-others. (This comparison has been mentioned by Liu Zaifu and Quah.)
